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Europe's energy crisis is escalating and so are the costs

 Europe's energy crisis due to Russia has forced governments and users 

to spend billions to prevent soaring prices

 Natural gas prices have increased 550% and hit €274 per MWh, which 

exceeded the peak prices during the last crises in 1970s, 1980s, and 

2000s according to IEA (International Energy Agency)

 Europe's energy crisis creates concerns that the EU could run short of 

gas this winter, despite a great effort to fill storages
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https://www.aa.com.tr/en/economy/europe-focuses-on-storage-to-alleviate-energy-

crisis/2646855

Europe focuses on storage to alleviate energy 

crisis

 The EU’s current gas storage capacity has reached 

approximately 100 billion m3. The continent 

purchases on average 155 billion m3 of natural gas 

from Russia but consumes more than 400 billion m3

 Storage systems, e.g. filled in the summers and used 

in the winter when demand is high, play an 

important role in the security of supply and in 

offering flexibility to the European energy.
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The EU carbon neutral goal and energy crisis

 Renewable energy and energy efficiency are the two pillars for decarbonization strategy

 Storage is emerging as the third and perhaps the most important pillar now

 The EU planed 120-billion euros to eliminate dependence on Russian fossil fuel. 

 The EU targeted 45% renewables by 2030 vs previously planned goal 40%

 European Association for Storage of Energy estimated the EU needs triple storage 

capacity by 2030, equivalently to 14 GW yearly installation for 8 years. In a market, 

installation is < 1 GW during 2021

 IEA estimated capacity expansion by 35 times this decade
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Source: https://www.energy-storage.news/europe-needs-a-massive-rollout-of-energy-storage/



Current energy storage types

 Pumped hydroelectric power plant, solid and flow batteries, flywheels, compressed air energy 

storage systems, thermal energy storage (TES), hydrogen, biomethane, synthesis gas are mostly 

discussed and used, with the most common being pumped hydro and lithium batteries. Pumped 

hydro accounts for 90% global electricity storage capacity

 Hydropower requires specific geographic places and may entail environmental impacts. Lithium 

batteries have short lifespan and cause environmental harm due to the mining of raw materials, 

such as lithium and cobalt

 All forms of energy storage are required with coherent strategy to enable renewable energy

intakes

 Large-scale adoption of energy storage presents challenges from technologies,  economics and 

policy
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Current building energy storage status

 Globally, buildings account for over 30% energy and 40% carbon emissions

 In the EU, over 75% space heating and other heating use in buildings comes from fossil

fuel which is projected to increase in the coming years

 Given that 18.2 GW of new solar power was installed in 2020, an 11% improvement

over the 16.2 GW deployed in 2019, the rapid growth of renewable energy sources

(RESs) do not coincide with current energy consumption . The discrepancy between the

demand and supply is caused by the intermittency of RES, for example, PV systems

predominantly produce during daytimes and summers whilst the largest demands appear

during the evenings and winters

 Thermal energy storage (TES) is a key to solve such a challenge for the large-scale

deployment of RES
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Overview of energy storage systems (ESS)

https://www.statista.com

• In building applications, thermal energy storage (TES) is the most commonly used technology

• TES design parameters: energy density and capacity, charging and discharging time, depth of

discharge, round trip efficiency etc, at material level.

• At the building level, heat transfer between the material and the fluid for example

(compatibility to container material, reversible cycles, thermal losses, flexibility and modularity

) are the important design parameters



Applications of thermal energy storage (TES) to buildings

Material level

• TES consists of sensible, latent heat and

thermochemical energy technologies

• Sensible heat storage uses a high thermal

mass without phase change

• Latent heat storage uses phase change

materials (PCMs) due to their high storage

capacities

• Building PCMs are generally categorised as

organic compounds (e.g. paraffins and fatty

acids), inorganic compounds (e.g. salt

hydrates and metals) and eutectics



Applications of thermal energy storage (TES) to buildings

Material level

• Thermalchemical storage

material (TCM) stores and

releases heat through chemical

reactions

• TCM has a high storage density

and high cycling stability

• TCM applications to buildings

are not common due to the

costs
A comparison of working temperatures for PCM and TCM

applications



Applications of thermal energy storage (TES) to buildings

Building level

• Applications of TES to buildings involve

identifying opportunities for a

renewable and decarbonization

purposes

• Broadly speaking, there are two TES

integration systems: passive and active

systems



Applications of thermal energy storage (TES) to buildings

Building level

• Passive systems: TES is embedded into

the building construction systems, such

as building envelops of walls, floors, and

roofs, fenestration, and other systems in

such way that its operation does not

need auxiliary equipment

• Active systems: TES requires some

additional energy for mechanically

assisted equipment to enable the

operation



Applications of thermal energy storage (TES) to buildings

Building level

Besides technologies, other criteria regarding economics, environment, etc, are needed to satisfy



• MCDM is particular useful for complex decision problems involving multiple

and conflicting objectives and criteria. It provides means to compare options by assessing

trade-offs between different options

• There are a few MCDM software tools: HOMER (Hybrid Optimization of Multiple Energy

Resources, developed at National renewable energy laboratory, USA) and iHOGA

(Improved Hybrid Optimization by Genetic Algorithm, developed at University of

Zaragoza, Spain)

• Building level applications include optimisation of RES generation and ESS (TES+batteries)

in terms of techno-economical and environmental factors using software

• Material level applications include selection of PCMs based on materials’ thermophysical

properties, costs, and risk criteria

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)



• The case study aims to synthesize the review and

to conceptually illustrate MCDM applied to TES

investigation for carbon neutral buildings

• We focus on the conceptual illustration of

MCDM

• The case study buildings belong to university

campus

• We investigate different implementation scenarios

for achieving zero carbon campus through

upgrading campus’ infrastructure systems

Case study



Collected building energy datasets on campus were used to calibrate and validate load

model

Load patterns



Energy system plan

Geothermal 

energy



MCDM analysis 



MCDM analysis 



MCDM analysis results



Conclusions

• A literature review of MCDM for energy storage selection within 

the building sector is conducted

• MCDM is an interdisciplinary approach that has been increasingly 

employed in applications of wide-scale renewable energy deployment 

in buildings at different scales, ranging from single buildings, districts to 

cities

• MCDM is very useful in planning low carbon energy systems
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